
A Bunch 901 

Chapter 901 Snatching People -Partpart 2) 

“They’re all up… It’s ten o’clock, what do they look like?” 

In the reception room of Xandar Star, Seer kicked open the door of the group of players and dragged 

them down from the machine bed one by one. 

The group of players who were dragged down immediately cried out. 

The reason was not because they were lazing around in bed… … Alright, it was because they were lazing 

around in bed. The main reason was that the bed was too comfortable… … 

As a first-rate martial arts school, the facilities within the school were all top-notch in the federation. 

Each machine bed had all sorts of conditioning functions. They could use nanorobots to perform ultra-

fine massages on tiny parts of the body, the martial arts school had done a thorough research on the 

body’s structure. The precise genetic engineering allowed every single cell of the players to be 

completely relaxed, for the players who had just tried D ball for the first time, that feeling was even 

better than doing some shameful things. The key was that this feeling could last for an entire night! 

 

Having experienced it for the first time, they naturally wished that they could lie in this bed for three 

days and three nights… … 

“There’s something important to do…”. Xi Ye looked at this group of useless fellows with a displeased 

expression. “This is just the school’s normal equipment. You’ll be able to enjoy it every day from now on. 

In the future, in this school, you must persevere a little and not act like a country bumpkin entering the 

city.” 

“Isn’t it just a country bumpkin? Where We’re from…”Bing Guo curled her lips and said. 

“Shut up!”Xi Ye glared at them. “All of you, put on your clothes. This lord will bring you to meet your 

future teachers…” 

“Boss, are we really going to study here?”The developers’eyes lit up. 

“Don’t you want to stay here? This lord will go along with your wishes…”Xi ye said indifferently. 

“Boss, are there really a shortage of students here? Why does it feel like that old principal looked at us 

like a dog seeing shit? Why is he so excited?” 

“What kind of stupid metaphor is that?”Bing guo rolled her eyes at him. 

Xi Ye was silent for a while. In the end, he decided to reveal something. After all, these guys were going 

to stay here for a long time. There were some things that he should tell them.., they had to make them 

realize the importance of protecting their identities! 

Xi Ye: “Your qualifications are very high, very high!” 

“Wow boss, don’t tell such a big truth directly, I’ll be shy, Ku Ku Ku Ku Ku!” 



Bing guo: “Boss, but didn’t you say that this is a universe level school? The universe is so big, our 

qualifications are also considered high?” 

“Yes!”Xi ye nodded, “But it’s not just your qualifications that are high, but the qualifications of the 

people of Planet D are all high, so you must remember, no matter how well the teachers here treat you, 

you can not reveal your galaxy’s identity, the consequences will be very serious!” 

“What consequences will there be?”The developers were stunned. 

“I don’t know…”xi ye squinted, “Maybe we’ll pull all of you to do human body research, to study why 

you natives have such high qualifications…” 

“Really, Boss? Don’t scare me?” 

These words were not a joke. The people of Planet D had extremely high qualifications, but they did not 

have the corresponding experts to protect them. How could the universe’s ten thousand races allow 

them to rise to prominence in such a race? 

For the sake of their own clan’s disciples’competitiveness in the market, they would either join forces to 

ban them, or they would plunder them to do private research. Unless they were the ten great lord-level 

sky gods, no one could protect these natives… … 

“Then, boss, what should we do?”Bing Guo asked seriously. 

Xi Ye: “We won’t reveal our identities. We just need to learn. The resources here are very good, and 

they’ll allow you to grow fully…” 

“Won’t anyone ask about that?”The other developers asked curiously. 

“If you don’t tell us, no one will force us to ask…”Xi ye laughed. 

He was confident about this point. For a group of children with such top-notch talent, normal people 

would think that they were nurtured by some major faction through special means. 

No one would ever think that they were just lucky enough to find them. With this layer of smoke bomb, 

these children would be safe. 

Of course, there were definitely risks, but there was no other way. Letting these children grow up slowly 

in their own faction was too much of a waste of their potential. Walking towards the universe was an 

inevitable path. Only by letting them go out to receive the federation’s top-notch education.., in order to 

maximize their potential. 

Risk is always parallel to gain. How can you get things done without taking risks? 

“Let’s Go… Don’t make the people outside wait…” 

———— 

“Seer Lord Came?”In the school garden, the principal is very kind to come forward to greet the way. 



The meeting was obviously more solemn than the previous one, as the headmaster had personally 

tested the children’s qualifications yesterday and knew what they could bring to the school, so his 

attitude was naturally more enthusiastic. 

Xi Ye merely hummed lightly and did not continue. 

The principal was a little embarrassed when he saw this, but he was not angry. After seeing the aptitude 

of the students yesterday, he had been in a hurry to take the test, so he had directly left Xi ye behind. It 

was indeed him who had been rude in the first place… … 

Just as he was about to say something to salvage the atmosphere, xi ye directly said, “I still have things 

to do. You Don’t have to be too polite, principal. Let’s get straight to the point…” 

The headmaster was stunned. Xi Ye’s straightforwardness was beyond his expectations, but he did not 

dislike it. After all, he was a martial artist, so he quite liked this kind of straightforward style. 

The teachers in the garden were also invigorated. After all, they could not be bothered to listen to their 

pleasantries… … 

“Okay, okay, okay…”the headmaster hurriedly rubbed his hands and said to the players behind XI ye, 

“Children, come closer…” 

A group of players walked over timidly. They were still a little apprehensive when faced with that group 

of instructors who looked very impressive. 

The instructors were actually very apprehensive as well. Initially, they were still a little doubtful about 

the s-rank developer certification. However, after seeing the incomparably pure spiritual energy of these 

children up close, they basically believed that.., this was a group of top-tier developers. 

They all made up their minds to fight for one… 

“Let me introduce them to you one by one!”The principal said with a smile, “First of all, the instructors 

of the Arcana Department, the Arcana Department of our school mainly specializes in summoning, 

transformation, and shapeshifting, and the summoning department’s instructors are: Professor Mikel, 

Professor Lucar, Professor Felicia, Professor Kudrin…”. … .. 

When the roll call was made, the few instructors smiled at the players tenaciously, and the players also 

saluted them sensibly. 

The principal continued to introduce them, “Our school’s summoning department has a short history, 

but the instructors are all elite instructors in this field, and they have great achievements in the 

academic world. Professor Michelle specializes in demon summoning, and she has a wealth of demon 

passageways. Moreover, she has obtained very high academic achievements in Otherworld biology, 

demon biology, and Demon Energy Research!” 

Michelle immediately straightened her body when she heard the introduction. Although she was 

nervous, she looked calm and determined. 

“What’s the key?”Bing Guo asked curiously. 



The principal looked at Xi Ye in surprise. His eyes were very obvious, as if he was asking this kind of 

common-sense question, but the noble faction did not give it to the younger generation? 

Xi Ye said calmly, “In order to ensure their concentration, everything they learn is custom-made. It 

Won’t give them too much information to disturb their thoughts. It’s also so that they can calm down 

and learn the basics…” 

“Not bad, not bad…”the principal nodded in agreement. “As expected of a force that can nurture such a 

junior. It’s very educational!” 

The teachers also smiled and praised, making the developers feel baffled. They could not help but think 

to themselves, “Is our force really a superior force? 

Why Can’t I Tell?”? 

Chapter 902: choose (Top) 

“The so-called key refers to the path leading to the plane passage!”The principal patiently explained the 

basic experiment for this group of extremely talented seedlings. 

“The plane we are in is a material plane, but the universe is vast. There are many unknown domains in 

many places. The physical laws and laws in those domains are completely different from those in the 

material plane. The creatures and basic materials inside have extremely high research value to our 

plane. Summoner alchemists can communicate with creatures from other planes through complex 

alchemy arrays. Through equivalent transactions, they can obtain the material resources of other planes 

and even the biological effects of creatures from other planes. Therefore, Summoner alchemists have 

always been a popular industry in the universe.” 

When the principal said this, the faces of the summoner teachers immediately became much better. At 

this time, the more the principal praised them, the more advantageous it would be for them to snatch 

the students later. 

The principal said, “But things like plane communication are very unstable. Sometimes, because the 

energy fluctuations of the other world are different, the feedback of the same alchemy array will also be 

different. Therefore, most summoners and the other world’s communication is unstable. With the same 

alchemy array, you might get the material you want for the first time, and the next time, you might 

summon something that will kill you!” 

“What is it?”Bing Guo asked subconsciously. 

 

“Many… The principal said seriously, “It might be some creature you can’t understand, some energy 

backlash, or even the terrifying laws of karma in some planes. There was once an example. A summoner 

used a level 16 large-scale summoning array, but he couldn’t summon anything. However, a month 

later, all the creatures in the life star system he was in died due to various accidents. There were tens of 

thousands of life planets in the entire system, and trillions of lives were lost. However, the key point was 

that they all died due to various accidents. It was extremely strange. Later, when a certain great lord 

went to investigate, he found out that the Summoner had unintentionally summoned a strange law 

from another world, causing this tragedy. Hence, summoners are an extremely dangerous class!” 



“Hiss…”the players had goosebumps all over their bodies when they heard this, especially those who 

were already learning summoning. They thought to themselves, F * ck, so this class is so screwed up? 

The Summoner instructors looked at the principal with gloomy expressions. They couldn’t help but 

Grumble in their hearts, what nonsense are you talking about? 

“However… “…”. “the principal quickly changed his tone and said, “This is only for those low-level 

summoners who don’t have a specific channel. People with keys are different. The so-called key is the 

coordinates of a channel, and it is also a fixed link between that channel and you. As long as you have 

the key, you can communicate with the channel that is linked to the key lock. This is the difference 

between an excellent summoner and an ordinary summoner. Our school’s instructors are all top-notch 

summoners who have keys. You Don’t have to worry about your safety at all!” 

“Take our mentor Mikel for example. The content of her research is an extremely dangerous abyssal 

space. Most of the demonic creatures there are not good, and the dangers of all kinds of creatures are 

much greater than other otherworld spaces. Summoners who can obtain keys from the abyss are 

absolutely rare in the entire federation. They are extremely rare existences! “If you choose him as your 

instructor, you will have a relatively safe demon research channel. This is something that many first-rate 

academies can not enjoy!” 

“Is that so?”The players immediately looked at the instructor named Miscorpion with a face full of 

longing, especially the few summoner-type players. 

Researching demons sounded very cool. Such a cool thing could even guarantee safety. Ah, it was simply 

too perfect! 

Mikel’s originally gloomy face turned into a flower with a smile. He thought to himself, the principal is 

still on my side! 

“Cough!”The two summoner instructors beside him immediately coughed in dissatisfaction! 

The principal quickly said, “AH, of course, the demon system is considered to be more risky in the whole 

summoner class, so students who want to be more stable can also look in other directions. For example, 

our teacher Phyllis, teacher Phyllis is a researcher in Banner’s Fairyland. Compared to the Abyss system, 

the Fairyland system’s otherworlds are much more friendly. Although the Elves in Fairyland Love to 

tease people, the danger level is more friendly among the many otherworlds. Moreover, the materials in 

Banner’s fairyland are very magical and dreamy, very suitable for some people who like to hunt for 

novelty…”. “…” 

“How?”Bingo asked curiously. 

The principal said, “For example, Miss Philly found an elf in the Asgard who had the ability to make 

things bigger and smaller. She even made a planet the size of an egg…” 

“Wow… So Cool?”A group of players said in surprise. 

“It’s pretty cool…”. Miscorpion couldn’t help but say, “But it’s not easy to control, because that planet is 

the size of an egg until now. Miss Philly has never been able to make that Elf change the planet back, 

and there are a few students from our school on that Planet!” 



The players:”…” 

Fei Li’s expression turned cold when she heard that. “That’s still better than the time when teacher 

Miscorpion did not calculate the world variables and rashly summoned the Balrog to burn the entire 

planet to ashes. At the very least, I still have a chance to save the people from that small planet. Teacher 

Miscorpion can only try to collect the ashes in the universe…”. “…” 

The players’eyelids rolled when they heard that. They thought to themselves, what kind of big shots are 

the teachers of this school? Do they treat the planet as a toy?”? “Even the Dragon Ball can’t be that 

ridiculous, right?”? 

The principal couldn’t help but feel a headache. “Why are they still arguing?”? 

He first introduced the summoning department because everyone said that the summoning department 

in the Arcana Department had the highest EQ because they had to communicate with all kinds of 

otherworld creatures on a daily basis. How could they not have eq? 

However, he didn’t expect it to be like this. What a headache… 

Therefore, under the harmonious atmosphere of mutual sabotage, the principal introduced all the 

instructors present. Because of mutual sabotage, it took more than four hours. 

However, the group of developers were very patient. After all, it was their first time to come into 

contact with advanced subjects, so they were very curious about all kinds of new knowledge, and they 

were very excited to hear it. 

“Last but not least, let me introduce the principal of our mechanical academy, Instructor Konistan!”The 

principal took a deep breath and still perked up, introducing Konistan grandly. 

“Konistan’s field of expertise in the mechanical subject is…” 

“I’m good at everything! !”Konistan directly interrupted the principal’s introduction, he slowly stood up, 

he looked at the players and said, “I’m good at everything from the Hex Department, the celine-style 

Mechanical Department, and even the unpopular bio-activated mechanical department. become my 

students, and I can teach you whatever type you’re good at and what type you like. At the same time, I 

can also give you resources that other teachers can’t give you, both in and out of school!”! “!” 

Big Boss! ! 

Although the players didn’t quite understand, they could tell from his tone that this guy was definitely a 

big boss! 

When the other instructors heard this, their faces immediately darkened… 

Chapter 903: Distribution Results… 

Konisten’s words were infuriating, but even the most unruly teacher of the Shadow Department could 

not refute it, because every word he said was the truth! 

As an elder of the royal family of the Xi Ling clan, as well as a top elder in the academic world, Konisten 

already had very powerful social resources. In the school, the school had spent a lot of money to invite 



him, and Chengruo’s distribution of resources was already quite high, although the teachers of the 

younger generation were not too convinced, the truth was that Konisten was able to give even more! 

Seer looked at that well-known figure and sighed slightly in his heart. Previously, he really did not 

recognize him. The main reason was that he did not expect that the dignified XI Ling Royal Family’s Big 

Shot, the chief ace teacher of the Machinery Department of Lanslingster Academy for many years.., 

would come to a martial arts school like Xandar. 

If he had known earlier, he would not have brought the players here 

The reason why he chose this school was to allow the players to obtain the best learning resources and 

at the same time, to minimize their exposure. However, it was impossible for him to remain low-key 

under a master teacher… … 

 

However, at this point in time, it was not easy to stop him. If he were to stop him now, he would feel 

guilty and attract more attention… … 

Of course, the players did not have such concerns. After the principal’s preliminary introduction and 

experimental science, they soon had a choice. Some players changed their route and chose a professor 

who had better resources, there were also players who insisted on their hobbies and chose a major that 

they were interested in. 

The final result was a total of twelve people. Five of them chose a professor named Konistan. Three of 

them were originally from the Arcana Department, and two of them were from the pure mechanical 

department. 

The remaining seven people basically chose the Arcana route. Three of them chose the summoning 

department, two chose the demon-type mentor Mikel, and one chose the mentor Philly from Banner’s 

Asgard background. 

Two of them chose the complicated transformation department, one chose the shadow-type mentor, 

Liege, and one chose the space-type mentor, Hagen. 

One of them chose the plastic energy department: and he also chose the most difficult immortal energy 

subject to master. The Mentor was a young mentor named millin, which surprised many of the mentors. 

Among the many veteran mentors, millin was the one with the least experience. Although she 

graduated from a high school and was very talented, she was far inferior to the other mentors in terms 

of both experience and experience. 

Even mirin herself was stunned, because she was actually here to eat melon. She didn’t expect that she 

would be the only one among the students that the instructors were fighting over? 

If it wasn’t for the fact that her research topic was too unpopular, she wouldn’t have been the only 

instructor in the department. 

“This… student? Are you sure?”The principal couldn’t help but ask. 



“Is there a problem?”The player called 1.5-meter-tall single dog tilted his head and asked, “Didn’t the 

principal say that everyone here is a first-class instructor in the school?” 

All the instructors instantly glared at millin fiercely, especially those instructors who did not get any 

students. 

Millin lowered his head guiltily and said in a low voice, “I don’t have enough experience. Why Don’t you 

change to another one?” 

“I think you’re quite good, instructor. I’m also very interested in the research topic!”The single dog said 

with a sincere expression. 

The surrounding players looked at him with disdain. Damn, this kid obviously had bad intentions… 

However, his taste was not bad. Although this female instructor’s skin was light blue, it had the beauty 

of a fairy tale. She looked very comfortable, completely different from those things in Marvel that were 

made up in strange shapes. 

“That’s it…”just as the other instructors and principals were still talking, Xi Ye suddenly spoke up. 

“Lord Xi Ye?”The others were instantly stunned. 

“Respecting the children’s choices has always been our motto… I hope that your school can provide such 

an environment…”XI ye laughed. 

“UH… Haha, that’s natural…”the principal quickly agreed. “Respecting individual freedom has always 

been our school’s motto.” 

Xi Ye nodded and then looked at Bing Guo who had not chosen. “What About You?” 

Bing Guo was stunned for a moment and seemed to be hesitating. 

The surrounding teachers all looked over at this last student, especially those who had not been chosen. 

Their eyes were all red. 

Of course, the teachers who had chosen a student still had their expectations. After all, who would not 

want to have a few more of such good seedlings under them? That was a result! 

Konistan was also staring at Bing Guo. He already had five students, but he was still very dissatisfied. 

According to his original calculations, at least ten students should have chosen him this time. He had 

even arranged their respective courses. 

Especially this one called Bingo. In his opinion, he was the most suitable to take the mechanical route! 

The principal had done a very detailed test on this batch of students. Their comprehensive abilities were 

all top-notch, but there was still a slight difference, this child called Bingo was the best among all of 

them in terms of computational ability, reaction ability, and mind control. 

Moreover, the basic science knowledge of the federation was very solid, unlike those who favored the 

arcanists. It was evident that she was much more stable than the others in learning. 

She was the most favored child in his heart! 



Bingo looked around, hesitated for a while, and finally pointed at a coquettish instructor in the corner. 

The Chief Instructor of the Illusion Department: Evelyn! 

“Oh?”The instructor was stunned when she heard that. She had already given up hope when Bingo was 

the only one. The Illusion Department was an unpopular department, so it was normal for them not to 

be optimistic about it. That was why she was wearing sexy clothes today. She also hoped to score some 

points based on her senses. She did not expect that the only person in the appearance association 

would choose between sexy and cute… … 

This made her heart turn cold. She had never expected that the person who had the best 

comprehensive test results and looked the most like a good girl would actually choose her own class… … 

Xi Ye was also stunned for a moment. This was because Bing Guo had given him the impression that she 

was a traditional good girl. The reason why the basic courses were so solid was because she had learned 

them under the pressure of rainy without a melon, because she was the most obedient of all the 

developers. She would learn whatever she was told to learn! 

However, he did not expect that behind her honesty was a heart that wanted to jump out of her chest? 

“Are you sure, child?”Konistan could not help but remind her. 

When Evelyn saw that Konistan had spoken, Evelyn quickly said with a cold face, “Senior Konistan, 

please do not interfere with the students’Choices!” 

F * ck, it was not easy to find someone to choose her, and she was the one with the best aptitude. 

Today, she would fight to the death with anyone who dared to mess up! 

Konistan frowned, but in the end, he did not say anything. He had already monopolized five students. It 

would be a little unsightly to force him to choose her now. In the end, he did not say anything, but he 

still looked at her with anticipation. 

Faced with Konistan’s expectant gaze, Bing Guo immediately wavered. When Evelyn saw this, she was 

extremely anxious. At the crucial moment, Seer’s large hand pressed down on Bing Guo’s shoulder, bing 

guo steadied her anxious and hesitant expression. 

“Follow your heart. This is your future path. No one can control you…” 

Bing Guo’s body trembled. She turned around to look at Xi Ye. At that moment, Xi Ye’s black iron helmet 

was covered so tightly that her expression could not be seen. However, she could still see the kind of 

encouragement in Xi Ye’s eyes. 

Bing Guo’s nose immediately turned sour… 

Ever since she was young, no one had really cared about her choices. When she was young, she liked 

music and wanted to be an art student. However, her family objected to it. They used various reasons 

such as limited employment opportunities and greater social competitiveness to persuade her, that was 

the first time she compromised, and in the end, she chose a science major that she did not like. 



After the college entrance examination, she entered university with excellent results. However, she still 

could not decide on her own major. She wanted to choose a fashion design class that she was interested 

in, but her family only allowed her to choose between medicine and electronic software. 

Even though she came to this novel land of Galaxy, the big boss, rainy melon, after valuing her learning 

ability, she also tried her best to persuade her to learn a lot of things that she did not like. At one point, 

she even led her to mechanical science. 

But she didn’t like it… 

The Illusion Department was the most useless when it came to production in the base. At that time, she 

could only barely know this direction through her teacher, but she didn’t even have the chance to learn 

it in secret. 

Of course, she had never come into contact with it, and she didn’t know if she was suitable for it. But 

she wanted to choose once, really wanted to choose according to her own ideas! 

She felt that if she missed this time, she might not have the chance to choose again in the future… … 

“Boss…”Bing Guo said with a sobbing tone, “Did you just choose randomly?” 

“I just chose randomly!”Xi ye smiled and said, “Anyway, I don’t have tuition fees!” 

Everyone:”…” 

Chapter 904: “It’s all thanks to you, brother…”. … 

“The Liege is leaving already?”In the garden, the principal looked at him in shock. After the students 

were assigned, he seemed to be ready to leave after drinking his tea. Such a large group of high-quality 

juniors were staying here.., did he not give a few more words of advice? 

Xi Ye nodded. “Since you’ve already chosen the rest, please arrange it yourself. I still have things to do, 

so I’ll take my leave first…” 

“You’re really a straightforward person, sir…”the principal smiled. “We’re actually quite similar.” 

Xi Ye: “Since that’s the case, I hope that you’ll be straightforward on the scholarship issue as well. Hurry 

up and get it into your account…” 

The Principal:”…” 

 

Wasn’t that a little too straightforward? 

The principal: “Of course. Don’t worry, sir. The money will be in your account at most before the bank of 

Xandar closes today. However, I’d like to say one more thing. The scholarship is used for students to 

purchase resources. Of course, the forces behind Sir are naturally not lacking in that little bit of money 

to nurture such a seedling. I just hope that when this batch of children apply for funds, Sir’s side will be 

in place as soon as possible…”. “…” 

“Of course…”Xi ye nodded slightly, as if it was a matter of course. 



TSK, how much money could a few undergraduate students, or even spirit students, use. They had made 

a huge profit this time. They already had the money to develop a planet. Later, they would go to wine 

god and order another batch of equipment… 

“…” 

After bidding farewell to the principal, Xi Ye went alone to the east star region’s main teleportation 

array. 

This location was connected to the teleportation points in most of the public areas of the East Star 

region. The project was extremely huge, and there were very few mistakes when it came to large star 

region teleportation. However, the flaw was also very obvious, and that was that it was extremely 

expensive… … 

“Welcome to the teleportation channel, respected Seer Lord, May I know your destination?” 

A smart voice sounded, and seer quickly entered his destination: the Pan da Zhi Wu star system! 

Smart: detected that the coordinates you want to teleport to are the coordinates of a private lord. 

Please Show Me The Invitation Code of that Galaxy… … 

Seer quickly showed the invitation code that Wine God had given him… 

With money, he naturally had to order more things. This was seer’s first thought after he sold his child… 

Cough cough, his first thought after he received the scholarship. 

Wine God’s equipment was of good quality and cheap. Since the two of them had a good relationship, 

he could buy more. After all, his influence was about to start rolling out, and he would have more and 

more requirements for the equipment in the future. 

“The verification code has been passed and teleportation is being activated. Lord, please do not move 

without permission during the teleportation. I wish you a pleasant journey!” 

As the teleportation beam lit up, Seer’s tall body instantly disappeared from the teleportation point. 

After a few seconds, the teleportation beam lit up in the Pantha fog galaxy, which was billions of light 

years away. 

Seer appeared at the star-grade teleportation point in the Pantha fog galaxy. 

After the teleportation, seer slightly eased the discomfort caused by the imbalance in space. Then, he 

looked around curiously. This was his first time in wine God’s territory. 

Wine God’s teleportation point was at the interstellar reception station. It was a mechanical outer 

station floating right above the main galaxy. It was very huge and was the size of a planet. It was a real 

floating island in the universe. 

This reception station was completely made of transparent crystals. It was beautiful and atmospheric. At 

the same time, one could see the vast starry sky outside through the translucent crystals. Looking down 

from above, the entire structure of the Pantha weaved fog galaxy was right in front of one’s eyes! 

It was incomparably spectacular! 



This was the first thought that rose in Seer’s mind after she saw the structure of the Pantha weaved fog 

galaxy. In the vast starry sky, countless huge mechanical devices maintained the energy connection 

between the stars. The entire galaxy was like a huge workshop, especially those huge energy stars. The 

energy emitted by the surrounding precise devices scattered the energy throughout the entire galaxy in 

a very regular manner. Under the operation, the vitality was boundless! 

“Hu…”Xi Ye let out a deep breath. His eyes were filled with incomparable infatuation and envy. He could 

not help but think to himself, one day, I will also have such a huge industry! 

Then, he looked seriously at the equipment beside the energy stars..! … this was the main purpose of his 

visit this time! 

Yes, he wanted to create an energy star… 

An Energy Star was very useful. Through energy efficiency transmission, it could increase the elemental 

energy and life force of the surrounding galaxies, thereby increasing the life and magic levels of the 

planet, this was also the federation’s most scientific method of cultivating planets. 

Originally, an Energy Star was not something that a new lord could have. After all, it cost a lot of money. 

But now, Seer did have this condition. 

First of all, he had a good embryo, which was Europa in the Solar System! 

It was a very good energy star embryo. It had a rich water source and abundant elemental energy. 

Titan’s consciousness had just been awakened, so it was still very ignorant and did not have much 

consciousness to resist. 

Then, he had a dark descendant with very good aptitude. Yunji had made rapid progress. Now, with the 

support of the star core, she had broken through level seven. She was very likely to take on the role of 

an emissary! 

Then there was the technical problem. His civilization had not reached this level before, but soon, he 

had a higher education institution with hundreds and thousands of advanced science tutors. 

With their guidance, the technical difficulty of a low-level Energy Star should not be too difficult. 

Finally, there was the issue of cost. The production of energy stars required high-level energy conversion 

equipment and specific materials, which were quite expensive. However, after selling the unlucky 

children of Bing Guo, Seer found that he was not short of money… … 

It seemed that… all the conditions were met. 

Then why not get one? 

This thing could greatly increase the overall effectiveness of the people. It could also be used to produce 

new life star systems and maximize the potential of the Milky Way! 

Therefore, without any hesitation, after receiving the money, Xi Ye excitedly went to the pan da’s woven 

fog galaxy, wanting to discuss with wine god. 



Under the guidance of the intelligence, Xi Ye quickly came to the reception hall. It was a special metal 

observation hall. From this position, one could see the vast structure of the entire galaxy more clearly, xi 

Ye could not help but exclaim that this design was really not bad. If they were to negotiate here, the 

master would be able to reflect the imposing manner of the host. 

Just as she was thinking about it, a clear sound of footsteps could be heard. It was the sound of high 

heels. 

Xi Ye frowned slightly. This was clearly not senior wine God’s footsteps. Could it be that senior wine god 

was not here? 

Wine God regarded her quite highly. Logically speaking, if there was nothing urgent, he should have 

come back to personally meet her, right? 

Just as he was thinking, a graceful figure appeared before him. It was an elf wearing tight leather armor. 

His skin was fair, and he looked valiant and valiant. Even Seer, who was used to seeing gods, was dazzled 

by his beautiful face! 

Seer narrowed his eyes slightly. He cared more about the equipment on the other party than her 

beautiful appearance. If he was not mistaken, this should be a standard windwalker set! 

The Universe Elves had a huge system. Every elf system had a windwalker class, but if one were to say 

the most authentic, it would be the blood elves. 

And the Windwalker set was only exclusive to the blood elves. 

Senior Wine God actually had an ancient windwalker? 

As far as he knew, the blood elf windwalker had been in seclusion for a very long time. Very few were 

willing to come out and serve the god Federation. The reason was that the god Federation had 

recognized an undead as one of the ten great lords. 

And that undead was precisely one of the most famous Windwalkers of the past: Sylvanas… 

Although that legendary Lord had personally suppressed the natural disaster, she still did not receive the 

recognition of her race. In fact, the entire elf race was ashamed of her. They thought that she was an 

undead yet she was roaming the universe. It was a blasphemy against life! 

At that time, there was quite a bit of controversy over whether the Federation would accept Sylvanas 

and the huge undead team behind her. In the end, the principal of the god Academy forcefully pushed 

aside the objections and acknowledged the existence of Sylvanas, the fourth Lord! 

In order to protest, the blood elf race’s Grand Elder, the windwalker, personally led his race to break 

away from the federation. Nowadays, it was rare to see a pure windwalker working under the hands of 

the Divine God. However, he did not expect that there would be a person who would work under Wine 

God… … 

“Good day, respected divine god…”. … The visitor extended his arm with a generous smile. “I am the 

chief administrative officer of the Panda Fog Galaxy, Aurelia. “Windwalker, the Liege has an important 

matter to attend to, and specifically instructed me to entertain you…”. “…” 



“Oh… is that so?”Seer was stunned for a moment. It seemed that he had come at a bad time. Wine God 

was actually not here, F * ck “…”. ‘not good, I’m going to get a discount…’. 

“…” 

At this moment, in the hall next door, wine god was standing a wall away from seer when windwalker 

mentioned that he had an important matter to attend to. 

At this moment, his fat panda face was full of anxiety… … 

Next to immortal wine stood four Black Armored Knights. They stood silently behind immortal wine like 

statues, making immortal wine not even dare to breathe. 

Ordinary people might not be able to see one of the famous Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse in their 

entire lives. He was really lucky today to see all four of them… . . 

Thinking of this wine god looked at the night next door with a wry smile: it is really thanks to your good 

fortune, brother… 

Chapter 905 Have You Gone Mad? 

“Yes… “…”. “I understand now. Sir, you need a set of energy conversion equipment, right?”Windwalker 

smiled amiably. “You are an important guest that wine God had instructed. Naturally, we have to try our 

best to meet your needs. May I ask you about the size and attributes of that Energy Star?” 

Although he was dressed like a capable ranger, he was extremely experienced in receiving people. This 

made seer even more convinced that he was a pure administrator and not someone that Wine God had 

recruited for other purposes… … 

As for why he had such a thought, it was indeed due to some prejudice against races. In the Federation, 

the most unpopular people of the opposite sex were goblins and panda men, and after these two types 

of people gained power, their abnormal self-esteem would often allow them to find a good-looking elf 

or succubus to be the internal affairs officer. 

Seer: “The scale is not big, the volume is about 1.593 × 10 ^ 10 km. The Titan’s consciousness on this 

planet is not mature yet, and it is still unable to self-consciously adjust the elements. Currently, the basic 

elements are out of balance, and the proportion of water elements is more than 70% . I plan to make a 

water energy planet!” 

“As for the water energy planet…”the other party nodded. “Then, how much radiation area does Lord Xi 

ye need? How much is the density? Do you have any requirements on the details of the energy?” 

 

Xi Ye said, “The radiation area should be around 800,000 astronomical units. try to maintain the density 

at around three plus energy supply. It would be even better if we have a precise mediation 

instrument…” 

“Understood…”the woman’s beautiful red eyes slightly drooped as she stood up and said, “Please Wait a 

moment. I’ll help you check if there are any suitable products.” 



Xi Ye said, “Sorry to trouble you…” 

After the woman walked out of the room, a human-shaped creature the size of a palm immediately 

appeared beside her. It was chubby and looked like a child, but there was a strange energy floating all 

over its body that distorted the laws of the surrounding space. 

The creature said with a childish voice, “The size of the planet is not big, and it belongs to the standard 

of an ordinary level eight life planet. From the description, the overall energy should be around level 

eight. Spending a lot of money to create a water energy planet means that the other party is not in a 

hurry to expand the scale, but wants to quality the existing environment. It means that either the main 

star Titan has high potential and is a high-magic planet worth nurturing, or the indigenous people on the 

planet have very good qualifications…”. “…” 

Windwalker nodded slightly, agreeing with this conclusion. 

There were many types of energy stars, but for most ordinary lords, the first Energy Star should have 

priority over the fire element. The Fire Energy Star was simple to operate, and it was easy to control its 

energy. In many cases, it could be formed from a star’s spontaneous combustion, the cost was the same 

for other energy stars. 

The photosynthetic energy provided by the Fire Energy Star was the basic requirement for most planets 

to create life systems. It was the main function. For example, wine god’s current galaxies were mostly 

fire energy stars because with enough photosynthetic energy.., they could create more life systems. It 

was equivalent to a man-made sun, only more advanced. 

Energy stars with other attributes did not have such an intuitive function. They were usually used as 

auxiliary functions. For example, the Water Energy Star was mostly used to strengthen the basic 

elements of the star. 

Water was the source of life. Supplying high-quality water elements could improve the quality of the 

radiation planet itself. If the quality of the water element was high, it could nourish the earth and 

strengthen the local life system, it was the most gentle and slow-acting type of support star. Normally, 

non-major powers would not install such a luxury product. 

However, the other party had installed such a luxury product in the position of a new power. If it was 

not for squandering, then it must be because the place he was in was worth installing such a luxury 

product. 

“Interesting…”windwalker laughed. 

“Master…”the child was puzzled, “The universe is so big, there are many fortuitous encounters. Why are 

you so interested in this kid?” 

“I’m interested in that person…”windwalker narrowed his eyes and said. 

“That person?”The child laughed, “Isn’t it rumored that he was sealed because of his beauty? Master, 

are you also interested in his beauty?” 

“Beauty?”Windwalker smiled. “You Believe It?” 

“Hehe, it’s hard to say. That adult is quite willful…” 



“That’s because you don’t know her…”windwalker said faintly. “She has never been a sentimental 

person…” 

“Then what do you mean, master?” 

“That kid is definitely not that simple!” 

———— — 

Xandar galaxy: 

“Sister, aren’t we going to go back and Tell Our Family?”Emma, who was packing her things, tilted her 

head and asked Tia. 

“What’s there to say?”Tia lowered her voice and said, “Seer’s reputation in the family is not good to 

begin with. If this gets out, who knows what will happen!” 

“But… but didn’t big brother Ryan ask us to go?”Emma whispered. 

“Can we be clear about this?”Tia knocked her cousin’s head. “No matter what Ryan’s original intention 

is, this is obviously not a glorious thing. If you go around talking nonsense, won’t you offend people? 

“Why do you think he rushed to comfort us and give us gifts? “Isn’t it just to shut us up?” 

“Eh?”Emma was stunned, and then subconsciously retorted, “Big Brother Ryan isn’t that kind of person, 

right?” 

TIA said, “I don’t know, but no matter what, it’s good that you don’t talk nonsense, lest you get into 

trouble…” 

“Oh…”Emma nodded as if she understood something. She felt that cousin Tia seemed to have a big 

opinion of brother Ryan this time. 

Seeing the other party’s unconcerned expression, Tia thought for a moment, to put it another way, 

“Besides, won’t you make your parents worry for nothing if you tell them about this? Anyway, it’s just 

ten years, and we’ll leave after finishing it. There’s no need for the elders to worry about us every day, is 

there?” 

“That’s true…”Emma nodded in agreement this time. 

“Let’s go. It’s getting late. We should go there early and not be late. Otherwise, the Lord will find an 

excuse to deduct our wages…”Tia said after checking her things. 

Emma said, “Sister, it’s easy for you to call me the Lord…” 

TIA said, “You have to call me that too. Remember what I said. Try to be careful not to make any 

mistakes. You’ll be fine after the next ten years…” 

“Understood!”Emma said with a mischievous military salute. 

Seeing this, Tia shook her head in amusement. Among the younger generation, Emma was the most 

innocent one. She was also the one who was willing to be close to her. Hopefully, this accident would 

not cause any trouble to this child… . . 



—— — 

The two packed up their things and rushed to the meeting point of the school, only to find that cousin 

Bertrand had arrived earlier than they had. This was not surprising to both of them. Bertrand had been 

determined to join the Army since he was a child and had developed the habit of arriving early, standing 

there now like a straight javelin. 

Let them curious about the two people next to burlensz, that the universe’s unique star pupil, turned 

out to be a star Elf! 

How could there be starry elves in the school? 

Starry Elves belonged to the royal family. Basically, as long as their aptitude was good, they would enter 

the school that was administered by their own race. They rarely went outside, not to mention a martial 

school like Xandar that was partial to the Titan Department. 

“Tia and Emma Ardia, right?”The two had just walked in and before they could ask each other, they had 

already asked. 

“ER… Yes, may I ask who you are?”Diya asked carefully. 

“I am the Milky Way’s administrator, Wei Lin. The Lord is unable to come today because he has matters 

to attend to. Follow me to the Scorpion Miya Galaxy!” 

“Scorpion Miya Galaxy?”Diya was stunned. “Aren’t we going directly to the Lord’s Power?” 

Wei Lin said expressionlessly, “We will slightly change our itinerary. The Lord has signed an academy 

there to enter our power. We will go over now to act as a support…” 

“Academy?”The three of them exclaimed in unison. 

In the Universe Federation, those that could be called academies were all universities with 

undergraduate qualifications. The Scorpion Mia Galaxy was a remote galaxy. The quality of the 

universities there was definitely average, but no matter what, it was still a university.., a level six little 

lord staying there? 

Was he crazy? 

Chapter 906: the Academy moves in (Part One) 

Chimia galaxy: 

“SIS, is this true?”After teleporting to the teleportation point where the academy was located, Emma 

looked around carefully and asked telepathically, “There’s an academy in such a dilapidated place?” 

Tia frowned and looked around. This was clearly a place that had been corroded by demons. There was 

a strong smell of sulfur in the air at all times. The cost of cleaning it up was very high, but this made her 

feel that the credibility of this matter was higher. 

There were quite a number of such corroded areas within the federation. Due to the high cost of 

cleaning them up, they had never been disposed of. However, the price of such areas was definitely 

much lower than that of ordinary areas. This was considered a rare and low-priced area within the 



federation where every inch of land was extremely expensive, many schools or businesses that did not 

have sufficient funds would indeed choose such places to save money. 

At this moment, the Star Elf who looked about 70% to 80% like her behind Vivian was also looking 

around curiously. 

 

Her name was Betty, and she was Vivian’s biological sister. This time, when her sister came back, she 

recommended the faction she belonged to to to a few of her siblings. However, due to the instability of 

the new faction.., although most of the siblings were tempted by the high salary, in the end, they all 

hesitated and did not come over. Only she, who had a good relationship with Vivian since she was 

young, could not directly reject her, in addition, they did not find a place to go after graduation, so they 

finally decided to follow her and walk around, signing a ten-year contract. 

However, they did not expect that their first job after signing the contract would be to receive the 

teachers of the academy that had entered the faction. 

A new faction was actually able to persuade an academy to enter? This made Betty very curious, 

although looking at the environment, the academy was most likely very weak. 

As expected, when the group of people came to the entrance of the academy, they were all stunned. 

The dilapidated stone gate, the terrible facilities, and the full sense of poverty came, emma, who was 

straightforward, could not help but say, “This is the academy? Why does it feel even worse than the 

primary school run by the Gnome Behind Our Family?” 

“Emma!”Tia immediately pinched her and said seriously, “Don’t talk nonsense!” 

“Oh…”Emma quickly smiled apologetically at Vivian. 

Vivian took a deep breath and looked forward. It was her first time to come to the foot academy. 

According to the intelligence, the Foot Academy was a level 3 academy, and it was qualified to apply for 

Level 2, but the environment was a bit harsh. 

“Welcome!”Just when everyone was disappointed, a gentle voice suddenly sounded. A gray-robed old 

man appeared out of thin air at the gate of the campus. 

Everyone was stunned. As a student of a regular academy, they could see the weight of the gray robe at 

a glance. The gray robe that the old man was wearing was used for grading by the Federation’s Arcana 

Union. It was dark gray and had eight dragon crystals, it represented the identity of a level-eighteen 

alchemist! 

A star-level powerhouse! 

Everyone took a deep breath. Although the school looked very LOW, to have a star-level powerhouse to 

oversee it, it was no doubt a regular academy. 

“The school was in a hurry to relocate and didn’t manage it properly. Sorry for the mess…”the principal 

said with a gentle smile. 



Everyone’s eyelids twitched. How much of a difference would it make if they didn’t manage this lousy 

place? 

Before they could say a few more words in their hearts, their vision blurred. When they took a closer 

look at their surroundings, they realized that they were already in a simple and unadorned room… … 

A few of the younger generation immediately sucked in a breath of cold air. Without any warning, the 

space had changed. The other party was not only a star-ranked powerhouse, he was also a star-ranked 

powerhouse in the space department.., this kind of person was probably a teacher that others would 

fight for in a first-rate university. 

Not only that, as the space had changed, many people with strong auras appeared in front of them. 

There were at least a thousand people densely packed together, and they were all wearing official 

business attire. 

At least one of them was a teacher with a dragon crystal. This lineup made the hearts of the young 

people jump. 

These… ? … could they all be teachers of the school… . ? This scale.. … They were at least at the level of a 

grade-2 academy! 

“May I ask who is Madam Virien?”The principal took out a black name list and asked with a smile. 

“Oh… I Am…”virien quickly saluted after he reacted, “The Lord has instructed me to make the handover. 

Are you the principal of the Academy?” 

The other party smiled gently and handed over the name list. “This is the list of instructors who are 

willing to relocate. Please verify…” 

“There are a total of 1,135 instructors in the academy. Among them, there are a total of 731 instructors 

for the main basic subjects. Our Academy has a total of 63 basic subjects. Among them, there are 13 in 

the Federation’s Basic Sciences, 32 in engineering, 7 in agriculture, and 11 in medicine. The number of 

teachers assigned to each subject is…”. “…”. “…” 

“There are a total of 404 instructors in the Academy of Arcana, and all nine major schools of Arcana are 

open in our school. Among them, the Department of Confusion Control and the Department of Illusion 

are a minority subject in our school, and there are only six instructors assigned to them. The Department 

of Plastic Energy is the largest Arcana branch in our school, with a total of 275 instructors and the 

second category of the Department of Transformation. There are a total of…”. …” 

As he held the booklet, he tried his best not to shake his hands as much as he felt his heart shaking. 

Although he knew that the Lord had a group of indigenous people with excellent qualifications who 

would certainly achieve great things in the future, but now to see such a large number of teachers or 

can not help but feel excited! 

Behind a few juniors is to feel incomparable absurdity! 

And this is an Arcana Academy? An Arcana Academy with more than 400 formal alchemy professors! 

Moreover, from the introduction just now, 90% of the more than 400 professors were senior professors 

with level three professional titles! 



It should be known that the federation was very strict with the evaluation of teachers’professional titles. 

It would be based on your original life level, academic achievements, years of education, and 

educational achievements, a teacher with a third-level title would need at least level 12 Advanced 

Arcana certification, at least two second-level academic contributions, four thousand years of education, 

and more than 100,000 level 6 arcana graduates’resumes, and at least 80% of the employment rate to 

obtain a third-level title. 

More than 300 such third-level teachers meant that this seemingly run-down school had at least the 

qualifications of a second-level academy! 

Such a powerful faculty was actually willing to leave the federation and follow a level six little lord to 

mingle in his private territory? Are you kidding me? 

After reading through the name list while trembling, Vivian took a deep breath to suppress the 

excitement in her heart. She smiled and said, “The name list has been confirmed. When is the principal 

going to depart?” 

The principal smiled. “We can leave at any time. It all depends on how your ambassador arranges 

things…” 

Hearing this, Vivian quickly said, “The Liege has already asked the construction team to build a new 

campus for your school. If the principal has nothing else to prepare, shall we set off now?” 

“It’s all up to your arrangements…” 

“Alright…”Vivian nodded. “Then let’s Go…” 

Just like that, a large group of instructors in wizard robes marched towards the teleportation point. At 

this moment, the three Eldia siblings who were following behind the large group were stunned. Their 

emotions were fluctuating to the extreme. 

Seer had only been drifting for over 10,000 years, right? Why was he able to attract such a group of 

people to join him? 

They could not help but feel a sense of anticipation towards the next working environment… … 

Chapter 907 Admission of the Academy (middle) 

“Attention, residents of the Sea of stars. From 12 o’clock today, all teleportation points will be closed for 

a month. During this month, all teleportation channels in the Sea of stars will be suspended, including 

the long-distance channels between Planet D and the Sea of stars, as well as the previous teleportation 

channels in the Sea of Stars!” 

“Players who are still visiting their families, please return as soon as possible. Those who have not 

returned before 12 o’clock will be given a month off by default. Players who are lords within the New 

Territories, please plan your travel schedule and do not be affected by this teleportation shutdown. 

Players who have logistics needs, please settle them before 12 o’clock today. Unless there is a major 

situation, the portal will not be opened for private use. Residents who have received the news, please 

inform each other. Also, please notify the city lords. Thank you!” 

——– — 



What’s going on here? 

All the players received a message after the face of confusion, all of a sudden shut down teleportation 

for what? Especially those lords who do business in Gondolin, were instantly shocked by the news. 

 

Now the cost of basic materials is high, we are carefully exploring the market, because the market 

changes at any time, resulting in the production of people do not dare to go too far. 

But now that the teleportation had been cut off for a month, many players were dumbfounded. What 

should they do? Stock up. What if they suffered a loss? If they didn’t stock up, if the market was taken 

over by those hoarders, they wouldn’t even have a place to cry. 

It wasn’t just the private players. The city lords were also dumbfounded, especially the Second City’s 

Abe Qingming. As a city that had yet to collect energy for the time being.., they were counting on the 

first batch of agricultural products to be exported from other cities to earn back some money. 

But now, they were going to cut off the teleportation? 

What could they do? 

The major cities on Mars seemed to be very advanced in technology, but they had yet to build their 

infrastructure. There was basically no traffic between cities before, and it was all because of that 

teleportation formation. 

Now that the teleportation was stopped, what would happen to the food that came out? In the rotten 

land? 

The moment the news spread, Qing Ming protested and questioned AI for an explanation. 

Faced with the questions from the city lords and players, AI agreed with the answer: there was not 

enough energy. They needed to accumulate enough energy before they could continue to activate the 

teleportation system. 

However, this answer did not satisfy the players. As veteran players, everyone knew that it was 

impossible for the base to lack energy. When the first base was born, the first thing the Lord asked the 

players to do was to dig for energy ores. 

Now that they had dug for five years, as the population grew and the number of mining equipment 

increased, the refined energy blocks were already quite abundant. Advanced developers all knew about 

this, and teleportation energy consumption was very high, however, the current accumulation was not 

going to stop. 

Moreover, nothing had happened yet… 

Although the base had a lot of new people, these new people were still active in the city, and not many 

of them had left. Their consumption was basically the same as before, so why did they suddenly run out 

of energy? It doesn’t make sense! 

While everyone was wondering, Huaxia City welcomed a group of guests… . . 



— 

At this moment, in Huaxia City, Elder Long was also very dissatisfied with this new news. As Huaxia City 

currently had the most advanced players, its tax revenue was far higher than that of the other five cities. 

This was a very big advantage. As long as it was used well, huaxia city would always be in the lead. 

However, wouldn’t the economy stop if the teleportation was suddenly stopped? 

Just as he was about to contact the higher-ups of Luofu to ask, elder Li suddenly rushed into the city 

Lord’s room. 

“What’s wrong, elder Li? Did the higher-ups of Luofu give an answer?” 

Elder Li shook his head and said, “Over a thousand people suddenly teleported over from the base’s 

teleportation point!” 

“Didn’t they say that the teleportation was closed? Why are there so many people teleported 

over?”Elder long frowned and asked, “Who are they?” 

“I don’t know!”Elder li said solemnly, “There are all kinds of people. I suspect that they are genetic 

bodies, but I haven’t seen many of them before. They don’t seem to be in the system of the six major 

cities. They are either from the higher-ups of Luofu or…”. “…”. Elder Li pointed to the sky. “Perhaps they 

are outsiders that we have guessed!” 

Elder Long’s pupils constricted when he heard that. He suddenly stood up. “Come, let’s go and take a 

look!” 

“…” 

The group of people who were teleported to the Huaxia City base were naturally the instructors of the 

foot academy. At this moment, Merlin was leading the principal and many instructors to tour huaxia city 

with an amiable expression. 

The environment was better than expected… 

The three brothers and sisters looked around curiously. They had thought that the environment of the 

seer’s territory with such a high salary would definitely be very harsh. It was either a planet that had 

been corroded, or a grade-9 planet that had a huge temperature difference between day and night. 

However, the planet’s environment was surprisingly good. Judging from the plants cultivated in the 

surroundings, this place had the qualifications of a grade-7 life planet at the very least. Moreover, it 

seemed that the seer was very willing to invest in infrastructure, it seemed that the working 

environment for the next few years would not be too bad. 

At the thought of this, the three siblings looked a little confused. The conditions were not bad, and the 

salary was so high. could seer really be taking care of her family? 

“Interesting…”among the instructors, a instructor in charge of the basic subjects of the architecture 

department commented with a smile, “Although the basic public templates of the elven city are a little 

outdated, some of the detailed designs are still very innovative, especially the gazebo in the square. The 



materials and colors are done very well, and the carving is also very unique. It seems that the lord here 

places a lot of importance on architecture…”. “…”. “…” 

“Yeah, not only the buildings, but the Lord also seems to pay attention to the cultivation of elements. 

Have you noticed that the quality of the surrounding elemental molecules is very high…” 

“Well…”several arcanists nodded. “This quality should have been cultivated by the flower spirits, right?” 

The group of instructors discussed as they walked, but gradually, they felt that something was not 

right… 

The quality of these elemental spirits seemed to be a little too high, and there were a lot of them. They 

didn’t seem like they were nurtured by one or two flower spirits. 

Out of curiosity, one of the instructors looked over at the elemental spirits’spiritual energy. He was 

instantly stunned. These elemental spirits were all flower spirits from all over the city, and there were at 

least a thousand of them! 

Moreover, the level of these flower spirits was not high. Most of them were around level three or four. 

There were even some level two ones, but… ! The quality was so high! 

Although he could not sense them clearly from afar, a rough one was at least at the level of a Royal Elf! 

That instructor was instantly stunned. How could there be so many royal descendants in a private 

territory? And he had never heard of any elven royal family having thousands of such outstanding flower 

spirit children? 

Usually, those who could produce hundreds of flower spirit children of such quality were all big elven 

families, right? 

While he was still in shock, his companion suddenly interrupted him and whispered, “Vicky, look 

around!” 

“What’s Wrong?”The teacher recovered from his shock and looked around at his companion. However, 

when he looked around, he froze again! 

Huaxia city was a residential district. For protection, the inner district was filled with novice players. At 

first glance, they were either elves or Green Titans. Occasionally, they would pass by two developers 

who were heading to the laboratory. 

“These… What are they?”The group of instructors could not help but gulp. 

Although they were not combat faculty instructors, they still had basic insight. These Green Titans were 

not even level two or three. Their blood and Qi were as full as level four or five Golden Titans. The ratio 

of their bones to their bodies could be said to be perfect, their bloodline was unbelievably pure! 

There were also the occasional developers who passed by. The spiritual power displayed by level three 

or four was as pure as the spiritual power of the Xi Ling Royal Family. They would usually only be able to 

take a look at such seedlings from afar when they were studying in other academies, why were there so 

many of them on the streets? 



“Principal… This Is?”The teachers who were walking in front finally could not hold it in any longer and 

asked. 

Chapter 908: Great News! 

“Principal, that’s the Green Titan, right?” 

Principal: “HMM… Judging from its characteristics, it should be…” 

“Principal, these shapeshifting elves look a little like… that…” 

“Wood Elves, right?”A teacher beside him replied. 

Principal: “HMM… Judging from their characteristics, they look a little like…” 

 

“Principal, don’t you think there’s something wrong?”One of the instructors wearing a red alchemy robe 

couldn’t help but ask. 

The Principal:”…” 

Wasn’t this nonsense? Anyone could tell that there was something wrong, right. The streets were filled 

with high-quality Green Titans and Wood Elves. Although they hadn’t been tested yet, they were at least 

of the direct line of descent. The key was that they were two races that no longer had any legacies… . . 

What the hell is going on? 

As they moved to the outskirts of Huaxia City, the face of the greater and greater surprise, to the end of 

a direct one of the three have been exposed to the collapse of the expression! 

Because they see these qualities as the direct descendants of the high-quality Green Titan, they… … 

They… Hey! They’re moving bricks! 

“Oh my God… am I Dreaming?”The head of the Arcana Department, who was walking in front with the 

principal, almost turned green with envy. 

The other deans were also trembling, and they could not say a word for a long time. How could they ask 

such a talented junior to skip work and move bricks? How crazy was this? 

The principal was also shocked. Although their school did not engage in physical education, and even 

despised the martial arts school, it was crazy to use such a talent to do such a thing… 

Seeing everyone’s strange expressions, Vielin decided to say something to ease the atmosphere, he 

smiled gently and said, “Sorry for making a fool out of you, Principal. As our faction is newly developed, 

we don’t have enough labor force population. This is a last resort…” 

“This… is the reason for them to become labor force?”The principal trembled as he pointed at the group 

of young people who were sweating profusely in the mining pit. 

Which of the other factions did not treat such young talents as treasures and nurture them? Even if they 

lacked laborers, they could not be made to do such a thing. Why didn’t you ask them to pick up the 

feces? 



“Sir Principal, the address of the first school that the Liege has prepared for you is up ahead…”virien 

quickly changed the topic. 

The principal lifted his head when he heard that and immediately saw a simple light barrier. There were 

many aborigines doing the cleaning work inside the barrier. 

These aborigines who were doing the cleaning looked much more normal. It seemed that this place was 

not as exaggerated as he had imagined… … … … 

“Let me show you around, shall I?”As Merlyn was speaking, he suddenly saw elder long and elder Li 

rushing over from afar. 

“Sect Master Qin? May I ask who this is?”After elder long rushed over, he looked at the huge team and 

these old monsters with deep auras. His heart trembled as he hurriedly asked. 

Merlin smiled and said, “These are the high-level instructors that the Lord has invited. These seniors will 

establish the first high-level academy in the Sea of stars and recruit students for the entire Sea of stars. 

The starting threshold is a level four life form. The Lord will inform you about the tuition fees and the 

specific registration mechanism later!” 

Elder long and elder Li were stunned when they heard this. They were already familiar with developing a 

person’s bloodline, so they quickly analyzed the information in the other party’s words in their minds! 

A high-level tutor? Where did they invite him? A high-level Luo fu official. Or.. … An extraterrestrial 

civilization that many data experts had deduced? 

A high-level academy that could only be studied at level 4? 

What did this mean? 

Elder long took a deep breath. He had too many questions in his mind, but as a senior politician, he 

knew that this was obviously not the time to ask too many questions, thus, he smiled and said, “I also 

just found out that the secret building here is actually an academy. May I follow you to visit it?” 

Hearing this, Virien smiled. “Of course. In the future, this academy will have many things to connect with 

Huaxia City. Later, I will slowly tell you in detail…” 

Hearing this, elder long immediately understood the meaning of the other party’s words. This meant 

that he would explain everything to him later, telling him not to speak too much. 

With this thought in mind, he nodded and quietly followed behind everyone. 

The principal looked at the two old men curiously. The two old men seemed to be quite old, but their 

pure spiritual power was very similar to the developers that seer had brought before. 

Virien did not intend to let the current elder long interact with them too much, so he directly suggested, 

“Then I’ll take everyone to have a look first…” 

“Alright, please lead the way!”The principal politely smiled. 

Under Wei Lin’s lead, the group began to tour the newly built academy, while elder long and elder Li 

silently followed behind the main group. 



The academy’s infrastructure was very good, even the roads and floors were made of expensive white 

jade, but all of this was nothing in the Universe Federation. Of course, it was definitely much better than 

the academy’s infrastructure back then. 

Wei Lin: “The Academy’s area is a total of 8,000 mu, the school building area is 1.65 million square 

meters, the green space rate is 40% , the building materials used are the best that the base can afford at 

the moment, in the future when the Lord is well-off, he will definitely level up, the current conditions 

are simple and crude, I hope everyone doesn’t mind.” 

“No, no…”the principal hurriedly said, “This is much better than our place, it’s already not bad…” 

The group of instructors nodded in satisfaction. Finally, they didn’t have to live in the place that looked 

like a beggar’s place. 

Actually, it wasn’t the principal’s fault for being reluctant to spend that little money on infrastructure. It 

was just that the environment there didn’t allow it. In places that were corroded by demonic energy, 

many of the materials would corrode within a few years, and the anti-corrosion materials were 

shockingly expensive, so the academy could only spend limited funds on teaching equipment and 

instructors’salaries. 

After a period of sightseeing, the instructors began to talk more, such as discussing which land to use for 

which department, how to allocate the dormitories of the branch departments, and so on. 

Elder long and elder Li, who were following behind, memorized all the conversations in their minds and 

followed silently. They remained silent from the beginning to the end, until Vivian was ready to settle 

these instructors in their resting place, only then did elder long leave with elder Li. 

— — 

“What do you think?”After returning to the city Lord’s room, Elder Long did not waste any time and 

directly asked his old partner about his thoughts. 

Elder li said, “This proves two points. First, this so-called force in the Sea of stars does have an 

extraterrestrial force involved. From the conversations between those so-called high-level instructors 

and sect Master Qin, it is obvious that those guys are the same as the instructors in our trainers. They 

are not from Planet D.”. …” 

“Secondly, these instructors are not ordinary. Although I have just familiarized myself with the mental 

energy system, I can vaguely feel that they are on a completely different level from the instructors in the 

training room who taught me the mental energy system. Based on sect Master Qin’s previous words, we 

can conclude that these instructors are used to build a higher education system. In other words, they 

are used for advanced players to train their abilities. If that is the case, this is a great thing for our Huaxia 

City! !” 

Chapter 909: Principal, shouldn’t you say a few words? 

“It’s such a good thing…”elder long nodded. 



He understood what the other party meant. Putting aside the fact that the quality of this group of tutors 

was much higher than that of ordinary tutors, just the number of tutors represented a system of high-

quality education. After all, even ordinary tutors.., every city was fighting over them. 

One could foresee that in the short term, there would be a shortage of educational resources. However, 

for such a pure university to be stationed in Huaxia City at this time, the significance it represented was 

extremely great. 

First, there was the chance to further widen the gap between players from other cities. Level 4 was the 

threshold. Currently, only Huaxia City had players who could meet the standards, and Huaxia City’s 

advanced players were the first to enjoy higher education, the things that were taught here would 

definitely have a great effect on the development of the factions and civilizations. Otherwise, the upper 

echelons of luofu would not have gone through so much trouble. 

Mastering more advanced technology meant that for a period of time, the upper echelons of Huaxia City 

would still be able to represent the high-end market. 

 

Second, there was the special location. Although this school might be neutral, as long as it was in Huaxia 

City, it would have a unique advantage. There were so many instructors in Huaxia city.., it was possible 

to work part-time when there were no students, right? No matter what the fees were, it could greatly 

buffer the shortage of education resources in Huaxia City, allowing the education at the bottom to be 

guaranteed. 

As the official organization that was negotiating with them, they could cooperate in this aspect, which 

would increase the probability of the students in Huaxia City receiving education. 

The third was the increase in taxes. With level 4 as the threshold, the fees for external enrollment would 

definitely not be cheap. How would the transaction taxes in Huaxia City be calculated? If they could 

obtain this piece of land, it would be a considerable source of income in the future. 

At the very least, if the higher-ups of Luofu gave preferential treatment to this academy, tax-free, Huaxia 

City would also be able to profit from it. If foreign students entered the academy, they would still be 

able to spend money here, right? Food, medicine, and other consumption, they should enter from 

Huaxia City, right? 

At the thought of this, elder Li and elder Long’s hearts started to heat up, so they began to plan. When 

Vivian returned, they would carefully ask her to see how many benefits Huaxia City would get this time. 

———- — 

On the other side, Vivian is arranging for all the instructors to temporarily stay in the 

instructors’dormitory. The newly prepared instructors’dormitory has an excellent environment and uses 

the very comfortable visual style commonly used by the Yuezhi elves. It is fresh and unique… . . 

Of course, this level of temporary accommodation was not enough for these high-level instructors, 

especially arcanists. For an arcanist who had reached level ten, the research materials and equipment 

that he carried with him needed a lot of space to store, especially for private research. 



This was also why arcanists liked to build wizard towers, because they often needed enough space to 

store their own laboratory and experimental materials. 

Of course, this was a great surprise to the three Eldia siblings. They did not expect that not only the 

environment of the planet was not bad, but the hardware facilities were also so impressive. The 

materials and design were even higher than the standard of a level six star in the federation, you know, 

the official federation planet is definitely above average in the general universe, and many private lords 

have even lower standards. 

I didn’t expect this legendary God cousin to be so willing to spend money on this aspect, and it’s only at 

the initial stage… . . 

For a time all kinds of feelings are a little mixed up, regardless of wages, the environment is so good, it 

does not seem to be the same as the Hughes Guy said… . . 

———- 

“What do you think, Headmaster?” 

On the other side, a group of tutors gathered for a meeting as soon as she left, waiting for her answer in 

the principal’s private conference room. 

Their expressions were more complicated than Aldia’s. They knew that the headmaster was willing to 

give up his former school district to come here because of the unique conditions, but no one had 

thought that the unique conditions would be so exaggerated. 

“Cough…”the principal coughed lightly and tried his best to calm his expression as he said in a deep 

voice, “I believe that all of you teachers have also seen that the conditions of this faction’s students are 

relatively higher…” 

Everyone:”…” 

The dean of the plastic energy department: “Slightly Higher? Isn’t it too modest to use the word ‘slightly 

higher’in this kind of place that is filled with high-quality students who are reduced to moving bricks? Sir 

Principal?” 

The Dean of the transformation department: “The key is, where did these students come from? Were 

they nurtured by their families? If it was a different race, it could be slightly explained. For example, if 

those elves outside were all space elves, then I could still imagine that the royal family of Space Elves 

had moved here. Although this explanation was also very ridiculous, at least there was an explanation. 

But those outside were wood elves! A bloodline that had long been extinct. I had lived for so many 

years, but I had never seen any family that would nurture such an ancient bloodline? Didn’t things like 

Wood Elves and Green Titans all be distributed to the Aborigines under the hands of the Poor Lord… … 

Eh?” 

At this point, he was suddenly stunned for a moment. An unbelievable and absurd thought rose in his 

mind… … 

The instructors here were all spiritual faculty instructors. Most of them had very fast computational 

ability in their brains. They almost instantly realized why the other party was stunned. 



“Instructor Duke, what… Are you thinking about?”One of the red-robed female instructors narrowed her 

eyes at him and asked. 

Duke was silent for a few seconds before looking at the other party. “What do you think I’m thinking 

about?” 

“You were talking about the Aborigines just now…” 

“No, don’t talk nonsense. How could I have such a ridiculous idea? How is that possible? It’s not that 

there aren’t Aborigines who are used to the ancient bloodlines. This is also one of the reasons why there 

is a market for such wholesale bloodlines. However, the probability is usually not even one in a hundred 

million. If one is lucky, one or two of them on a planet would be able to break through the sky. Do you 

think that the people moving bricks outside are all aborigines?” 

The female teacher said, “I. . . Didn’t say anything. You said it yourself…” 

Duke said, “But isn’t that what you meant?” 

Everyone:”…” 

The meeting room fell into a strange silence once again. After a long while, one of the careful voices said 

in a joking tone, “Haha, to be honest, if they are natives, it seems very reasonable to use them to move 

bricks. Don’t you think so? Haha…” 

“Haha, that makes sense…”the teachers suddenly laughed. “If all the indigenous people on the planet 

have this kind of aptitude, then they won’t feel bad about using it to carry bricks. hahahaha…” 

“Ha-ha-ha… Ha-ha… um… Emmmm…uh…” 

No Way… 

Everyone suddenly sank into silence again, a more and more strange expression on their faces… 

No matter what, this explanation was too ridiculous… 

But it seemed that this was the only explanation… … 

“President…”the head of the Plastic Energy Department looked at the President. “Shouldn’t you say 

something now?” 

Everyone turned to look at the president. In theory, the president and the founders of the school should 

be the ones who knew the most, because almost all of the professors at the school council had opposed 

the relocation, only the principal and the founders were very insistent on moving over. 

It seemed that the principal should at least know some insider information. 

The Principal:”…” 

Chapter 910: you can go back if you’re tired… 

In the meeting room, all the teachers looked at the principal, hoping that the principal would give them 

an answer to this seemingly ridiculous matter. 



The principal held his chin in silence. He really wanted to reply, “I know a Daddi…”. … 

Back then, Seer had brought over a dozen developers over to visit the school. After that, she had 

assured herself that there would be enough high-quality developers to produce students. According to 

her expectations, if the other party had over a hundred such students.., she had poured all of her 

teacher’s resources and material resources into nurturing over a hundred seedlings. If half of these one 

hundred developers were able to grow up and become dragon-level experts and above, she would be 

able to rope them over to become her teachers.., with over fifty dragon-level developers as her 

teachers, she would be able to return to the federation and have the qualifications to apply for a first-

class academy. 

In the federation, after applying for a first-class academy, he would receive a large amount of funding. 

At that time, he would be able to choose a better location, add the title of a first-class Academy and the 

potential of those top developers.., wouldn’t this deadlock come to life? 

Although there was a risk, he would never be able to escape from that galaxy. He had already worked 

hard for too long, so why not take the risk when there was an opportunity? 

 

However, he did not expect the other party to say that there were enough resources for the developers 

to be like this… 

Wasn’t this a little too exaggerated? If what the surrounding professors thought was true, what did it 

mean that the genes grafted by the natives here had such qualities? 

At the thought of this, the principal suddenly felt that his confidentiality agreement was a little hot to 

handle… 

“Principal?” 

“Ahem…”the principal coughed lightly. “There’s naturally a reason why the founders and I are willing to 

bet everything…” 

Everyone immediately took a deep breath. Did the principal tacitly agree to this? Could it be that the 

natives here really had such heaven-defying talent? 

At this point in time, his answer of moving over for the sake of hundreds of top developers was naturally 

a little too LOW-key. Of course, he wasn’t sure if the specific facts were as shocking as his subordinates 

had said, using this method to answer was the best way to maintain his dignity. 

Without waiting for the crowd to ask any more questions.., the principal said first, “EN, disperse. It’s 

useless to think too much. Go back and settle down. See if the materials in your control bags have been 

affected. Tomorrow, this faction Lord will return. The people will explain the specific situation to you 

tomorrow.” 

Well… 

All the teachers looked at each other and finally left the space with countless questions. . . 

———- 



First City: 

“Any News? What’s going on?”Angor asked as soon as he saw Louise. 

Now, Louise was mainly in charge of the city’s foreign trade and diplomacy, and she was in charge of 

managing the traders stationed in other cities. After all, in the initial stage, everyone temporarily needed 

the material support of Huaxia City, but the support was not priceless, therefore, special diplomats were 

needed to purchase the goods. 

Now, a lot of passageways were suspended. Only the foreign trade passageways between cities did not 

stop. They could also provide some information through the diplomats stationed there. 

Louise walked over quickly, with a serious expression, she said, “I heard that a bunch of outsiders 

suddenly appeared in the teleportation circle of Huaxia City. These outsiders seem to be the main 

reason for the power failure this time. However, I still don’t know what these outsiders are here for. 

Huaxia city is very secretive!” 

“Huaxia City is very secretive?”Angor frowned. 

“Yes!”Louise nodded. “The group of outsiders was led to the location of a new secret building in Huaxia 

City by Luofu Qinji. That building is very special. There’s a layer of light screen outside that prevents 

people from seeing what’s inside. When our staff wanted to go there, they were stopped by Huaxia 

City!” 

“Outsiders… Huaxia city is keeping it a secret?”Angor paced back and forth. “Something’s wrong. 

Something’s wrong. Go and apply. Tell them I need to go to Huaxia City in person!” 

“Huh?”Louise was surprised. “Sir, this…” 

Angor continued, “That group of people teleported here in such a big way and in broad daylight. It 

means that the upper layer of Luofu did not intend to hide anything. Huaxia city is the one who wanted 

to hide something, not the upper layer of luofu. I need to know what those people represent!” 

“Okay, I’ll go apply…” 

.. 

When Angor arrived at Huaxia City, he realized that he was not the first one. Qingming from the second 

city and Songyi from the third city had already arrived. 

In less than 15 minutes, Elizabeth from the fourth city and Mister from the fifth city arrived as well. All 

the city lords of the five major cities gathered together. 

This made elder long, who had come to welcome them, smile wryly. 

It had to be said that they were all a group of smart people. Those who could stand out from so many 

politicians in the world were indeed not simple people. They did not even give him a chance to stall for 

time. 



Originally, they had wanted to stall for time as long as possible. After sect leader Luo Fu returned, he 

would officially announce that the advanced academy had settled in Huaxia City. At that time, even if 

these city lords opposed it, they would still be in a passive position. 

However, these few people’s reactions were faster than expected. At that time, if they knew about this 

matter in advance and protested before sect leader Luo Fu announced it, the nature of the situation 

would be completely different… … 

Thinking of this, elder long took a deep breath and said with a gentle face, “City lords, what matters do 

you need to personally come over?” 

Qing Ming said with a smile, “Isn’t this because of the restrictions on teleportation? “Every time we buy 

something, we have to buy it in large quantities. Elder Long, you also know that the things that we buy 

in the second city are all saplings of beasts and farmers. We have to carefully take care of them for a few 

months before we can produce any results. If we don’t choose them well, the time and cost of wasting 

them will be too great. In the past, it was fine if we only bought a small quantity. Now, if we want to buy 

in large quantities, how can i rest assured if I don’t come personally?” 

It was a good excuse… 

Elder long sneered in his heart. Then, he looked at song zaiyi and asked, “Where’s City Lord Song?” 

Song zaiyi remained silent for a few seconds. He then raised his head and said, “I’m just like him…” 

“Me Too!” 

“…”elder long 

The other big shots did not even bother to find an excuse, did they? 

“Alright. It’s rare for you to come to my place, so I’ll treat you well. Old Li, go to Goudan Restaurant and 

make a reservation. Tell them we have a VIP… we’ll take care of the restaurant today.” 

“Sure…” 

“Why Bother? Things in Huaxia City are much more troublesome than our place. You Don’t need to take 

care of us. We’re just going to check the goods we bought…” 

“No, no, no. We have time for a meal…”old dragon smiled gently. “Besides, the city lords came all the 

way here. How can I ignore them?” 

“That makes sense…”angor smiled. “If that’s the case, I’ll have to trouble you, elder long.” 

“No trouble, no trouble…” 

“But it’s still early, and it’s not time for dinner. I heard that Huaxia City is very picturesque. If you’re free, 

can you show us around?” 

Elder Long’s smile froze for a second, finally, he put on a helpless expression and said, “To tell you the 

truth, a group of distinguished guests from other places came to Master Qin recently. He told me not to 

disturb them, so some streets are closed now. If you go there now, you won’t be able to see the scenery 



or enjoy yourself, right? “Why don’t you stay here for two more days? After this matter is over, I’ll 

personally take you to tour Huaxia City. How about that?” 

“Ha…”upon hearing this, mister sneered, “I think that Dragon City Lord should be more honest. This 

way, everyone will be very tired, right?” 

Hearing this, elder Long’s smile slowly disappeared. He looked at mister faintly and said, “Mr. Mister, if 

you’re tired, you can go to the guest house to rest, or you can go back directly!” 


